
OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS & TOURS 
The retreat center offers guests to get acquainted with the culture and history of the Balkan 
countries, combining their vacation with exciting and memorable excursion programs, 
accompanied by their qualified guide. Individual excursions are carried out on a comfortable 
minibus FORD, which is equipped with air conditioning and is designed for 15 people.

MONTENEGRO TOUR

Montenegro tour is an excursion of the historical and cultural plan, where you will get 
acquainted with the traditions and life of Montenegro. It will begin with a visit to the city of 
Cetinje in the 15th century and the Cetinje Monastery, where the relics of St. Peter of Cetinje, 
the hand of John the Baptist, and a piece of the life-giving cross are located. You will visit Mount 
Lovcen, where there is the mausoleum of Peter II Petrovich Negush, Montenegrin ruler, poet, 
and recently ranked Saints. And our journey will end in the village of Negushi, the patrimonial 
nest of the Petrovic dynasty. It is here that the real Montenegrin prosht is done, you will learn 
the technology of its preparation and will be able to taste the proshut, Negush cheese and 
Negush alcoholic cocktail.



CRUISE ON THE BOKA BAY OF KOTOR

A boat trip along the "southernmost fjord" is the most popular excursion to the coast of 
Montenegro. The secret is that while traveling through one of the 25 most beautiful bays in the 
world, you will visit the chamber old cities listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. You will sail 
by ship from Tivat to the peninsula Lustica - the largest peninsula in Montenegro, separating the 
open sea and the Boka Bay of Kotor. A little rest and buy on the beloved beach of former 
President of Yugoslavia Жаanica in the open sea, and visit the famous Blue Cave and the 
artificial island-church of the Theotokos on the Reef, which houses the functioning Catholic 
temple and museum, with a famous tapestry embroidered with hair.



TREBIN'E (BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA) WITH TASTING

This tour last season was one of the most popular among tourists. During it guests can visit 
Trebinje - the city of the Sun, Wine and Platans. The guide will acquaint you with the history of 
such places as the monastery of Tvrdos IV century AD. with the famous icon of Our Lady, the 
sacred object Hercegovachka Gracanica. You go up to the highest hill with a panoramic view 
and taste real monastic wine and vinyak. 



CANYONS

Excursion to the most picturesque places of the North of the country and its Central part - 
guests will discover a completely different side of Montenegro. You will see the azure river of 
Moraca and visit the eponymous monastery of the 13th century. And also one more canyon of 
the river Tara - the deepest in Europe, and its grandiose Djurdjevic bridge with magnificent 
views. Our trip ends with a visit to Durmitor National Park, where guests will see the Black Lake.



KOTOR-PERAST

Lovers of ancient history will be able to discover the two well-preserved medieval towns of the 
Adriatic coast - Kotor and Perast, inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List. You will take a 
walk through the narrow streets of the Old Town of Kotor and see the Cathedral of St. Tryphon, 
St. Luke and other ancient churches. And after walking on Perast, visit the artificial island of the 
Theotokos on the Reef where there is an operating Catholic temple and a museum, with a 
famous tapestry, embroidered hair. 



RAFTING

For lovers of outdoor activities, we offer rafting on the Tara River - the deepest canyon in 
Europe. The total time of the alloy is 2-3 hours, its length is 18 km, you will pass about 20 
thresholds. During the rafting, two pauses will be organized - one in a picturesque place for a 
photo, the other for a swim. You will get an unforgettable experience, rafting in the tears of 
Europe!



ALBANIA

With us you will solve the last riddle of Europe - the country of Albania! Today, Albania is a 
modern European state with beautiful beaches and hospitable inhabitants. On a trip, guests will 
visit the city of Shkoder, located on the shore of Skadar Lake, the old fortress of Rosafa, about 
which there are many mysterious legends. You will see with your own eyes several famous 
bunkers that have remained since the reign of Enver Hoxha.

This excursion will introduce you to another Europe!



PRISON

Visit to the Orthodox monastery Ostrog XVII century, carved into the rock and as if suspended in 
the air, will not leave anyone indifferent. In Ostroh, the healing powers of St. Basil Ostrozky and 
the legendary vine are kept, to which women who dream of having children come to worship. 
About the legend of its appearance and much more you will tell our guide during the trip.



DUBROVNIK

Travel to the pearl of the Adriatic - the city of Dubrovnik, inscribed on the UNESCO World 
Heritage List, will amaze guests with its bohemian beauty and grandeur of the Old City. We will 
walk along its walls, we will visit numerous museums and enjoy the ancient architecture of the 
buildings. On the way back we will visit the island of Lokrum, or in another way the island of 
Ghosts, which received the status of a national park. Here there are the ruins of an ancient 
monastery, there is a very picturesque lake and beaches, peacocks are walking freely around 
the island, fascinating guests.

* must have a Schengen or Croatian visa



SKADAR LAKE

A trip to one of the five national parks in Montenegro - Skadar Lake - will be of interest to nature 
lovers and local fishermen. Over 250 species of plants grow on the reserve territory, more than 
30 species of fish are found, the lake is also the only settlement in the world of a rare species of 
curly pelicans living in natural conditions.

During the excursion you will visit the National Park Museum, wine cellar, take a boat ride along 
the Skadar Lake, see numerous landscapes, and the guide will tell you more about the national 
park. For an additional fee, you can taste traditional pickled fish cooked at the stake.



BAR - ULTSIN (BATHING ON A GREAT BEACH)

Visiting the Old Town of Bar - a kind of open-air museum and the oldest olive tree, which is more 
than 2000 years old. After that we will go to the city of Ulcinj - the southernmost city of 
Montenegro, where the guide will conduct a city tour. Then we will visit the Great Beach - the 
biggest sandy beach on the Adriatic with the famous "black sand".



BUDVA WITH BATHING

During the excursion we will visit the Old Town of Budva, where we will sail along the island of 
St. Nicholas to St. Stefan - the business card of Montenegro, which at the moment is a Luxe 
hotel.



NATIONAL MONTENEGROES EVENING

For lovers of national cuisine in Montenegro, we suggest visiting a traditional Montenegrin stone 
house, where they are not greeted with bread and salt, but with pits with honey and rakia, as is 
customary in Montenegro. While you are laying on the table, you can play a national game - the 
stone of the ramen, and during the dinner from national dishes you will find a traditional folklore 
program with music and dances.



WALKING ROUTE FROM THE ISLAND OF ST. STEPHAN TO BUDWAY

The pedestrian route along the sea is 10 km long. This route begins near the most beautiful and 
famous place on the coast of Montenegro - the island of St. Stephen. You will pass along such 
famous places as the Royal beach "Milocer", the bay of Przno, the beach "Kamenovo", the 
resort villages of Becici and Rafailovici - and finish the route in Budva.



EXCURSION TO THE RIVER ZRNEVICH

Excursion to the very heart of Montenegro - a small picturesque town of the River Crnovich, 
which has great historical significance for Montenegro. This tour includes a walking route along 
the 2 km river with a visit to a large cave.



HERZEG-NOVI

Herceg Novi is called the "botanical garden of Montenegro", on its streets you can see a variety 
of plants, rare relict trees and shrubs. The history of the origin of this botanical garden is rooted 
in the past. The convenient location of Herceg Novi at the entrance to the Bay of Kotor made it a 
favorite port for the recreation of foreign ships. Seamen coming ashore, brought from distant 
lands palms and mimosas, subtropical and tropical bushes and trees. Many of these plants 
have taken root on the sunny shore, and to this day they are pleased with their magnificence by 
nature lovers. The Old Town is an open-air museum: ancient buildings, a Spanish fort and 
magnificent churches, the Savina Monastery, from which a magnificent panorama of the city 
opens. On the waterfront is a huge number of restaurants and cafes.



PERAST

Palazzo, built in the Baroque style, give the city an unusual charm, and recall the past greatness 
and power of the city. The main part of the city's memorable places is on the waterfront, here is 
the Perast Museum. Among its exhibits - a solid collection of weapons, manuscripts, old 
photographs and paintings, naval maps, ship diaries and costumes of past eras.



WHICH

On the entire Adriatic coast, there is no other city where the medieval architecture has survived 
as well as in the old part of Kotor, and not as a fragment, but as a whole town. It is for this 
unique integrity that Old Kotor was recognized as a worldwide cultural property and taken under 
the protection of UNESCO. In the old city you can walk all day, turning on the narrow pavement, 
going to the shops with souvenirs, cafes and pizzerias. We also advise you to climb the fortress 
walls. The last time Sony was used for defense during the Second World War. At the highest 
point is the church of St. Ivan and opens the best view of the surrounding area. It takes about an 
hour to get up, and as you rise you can see a bastion, an abandoned old church, and of course 
a beautiful view of the surrounding area.

—————————————————THE END—————————————————


